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Leather martingale collar with buckle

Bld's unique Martingale collar design is adjustable and easy to get on and off your dog. Come in two styles: the original clip on the style is our favorite! clips around the dog's neck, so you don't have to put them on his head. Elegant and minimal. Buckle style is available if you prefer a regular flat buckle design. The clip is safe, but slightly
larger than the original. Handmade from the same beautiful American leather as all our products, we have found the highest quality assemble series and appliances available for the collar that will last a lifetime. Ideal for daily training or walking - the series provides a quick correction without overtightening. Use this collar as a gentler
alternative to a collar, slip or slit collar. Great tool to move out of the slit/spike collar. The collar can be adjusted for warm seating and high on the neck for a steady correction, or loose and low on the neck for a gentler option. Many dogs respond well to the sound of chain links. Great for the sight of dogs and dogs who can slip from regular
collars. Since the collar tightens a few inches when applying steering pressure, your dog will not be able to undo the collar, but will not be choked. Sizing: Measurements include a series in an extended position. Small: 13-16, 5/8wide, (33-40 cm) – lighter chain, 3 of stand. For dogs more than 18 pounds. Average: 16-20, 5/8wide (40-50
cm) – medium-weight series, 4 of great slack: 20-24, 5/8Wide (50-61 cm) – middleweight series, 4 of stagnation (note: new 5/8 width, previously 3/4wide) extra large: 24-30, 5/8 wide (63-76) – medium weight series, 4 of slack (note: new width 5/8, previously 3/4 wide) measuring dawned around the top of the dog's neck, close to his head.
Smaller collars can be adjusted if necessary. Easy to use and adjustable: Adjust the collar to fit your dog as required with a standard buckle or our special Conway buckle. There's a lot of adjustment! Choose from: Golden Tan leather bridle with hard brass hardware (you will darken to brown chestnut beautification with use and age) black
Latigo leather with stainless steel - back in stock! Note: Copper may smudge steel and rub on colored light/white dogs.  It is not designed as, or is recommended, to wear full-time or as an ID collar. Go to content 14 November 2020 October 16, 2020 December 3, 2020, 3 November 2020 Choose the color of your buckle all collars made
with metal buckles choose your leather colors if you want to have a solid color collar, just choose color 1. Choose color 2 (optional) enter the size of your collar/length the size of the end-to-end collar is measured (not including the male part of the clip) this item qualifies for bulk image pricing is available forColor: 1 out of 1 people found the
following review useful: perfect to easily slip on &amp; out of our fur baby! 24 March 2015 Cynthia Nixon from North Bergen, New Gee NICE LOOKING COLLAR - it's perfect to easily slip on &amp; get out of our fur baby without having to handle the buckle every time we put the collar on it! ... We love the fact that it only gives enough
restraint without strangulation! Also the adjustable buckle on the side is perfect as it was to adjust it to be slightly larger to fit above the head.  It's a great choice for a regular collar. Was this review helpful to you?   0 of 0 people found the following review useful: Martingale Leather July 23, 2013 References: Rex M. from New York, New
York United States one-of-a-kind design. Like this! Was this review helpful to you?   0 of 0 people found the following review useful: Martingale Leather Comfort and Security! January 17, 2013 References: Jim Coleman of New Orleans, Los Angeles United States I love this collar. It's fast and beautifully made. It draws a lot of attention.
Dean and Tyler's workisers are... Don't go up! Was this review helpful to you?   0 of 0 people found the following review useful: Martingale Leather November 30, 2012 References: Ramon Morris from Richmond, KY USA I love this collar, very stylish and looks good on my dog. Was this review helpful to you?   0 of 0 people found the
following review useful: Martingale Leather November 22, 2012 References: Jackie Almazan of HEREFORD, TX Us Excellent! I will recommend it to my friends. No regrets in buying from D&amp;Amp T. You will buy again. Was this review helpful to you? View all customer skip reviews for our limited skin slip/martingal dog collar content is
first class. Our whole grain skin is stunning with your dog information etched on a custom name plate. Choose from a single or double stainless buckle, this martingale is easy on, easy to get out! In addition to our engraved laser clip eliminates the need for the marks and jingle that come with them.  A dog collar can include your personal
number, address, chip number or narration of three! This thick, full Grain English leather beveled bridle and polished hand, sourced and dyed in us solid copper cast and chrome-plated d-loops available in black, tan, and dark brown English leather bridle &amp; now grey leather handmade at Mimi Green Studios, New Mexico, USA easily
adjusts to the right size by repositioning another 2-part/screw set free air conditioning service — just pay to charge it!  (Conditioning will prolong the life of your mime green leather collar.  The air conditioning will not return your collar to a new condition) Note: please double check for accuracy as the engraved clip collars are neither
returnable nor interchangeable. A maximum of 25 characters per line.max.
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